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Two-phase flow instabilities have been identified as one of the impediments for achieving high

heat flux in boiling systems due to their potential heat transfer deterioration. However, most of the

fundamental characteristics of two-phase flow instabilities and the mechanisms leading to the heat

transfer deterioration remain uncharted. In particular, up to what extent self-induced oscillations

can deteriorate the heat transfer coefficient is not well understood. Here, we measure the flow boil-

ing heat transfer coefficient under controlled oscillatory flow conditions. We show that flow oscilla-

tions can deteriorate the heat transfer coefficient significantly, but the deterioration depends on the

amplitude and period of the oscillations. In particular, the deterioration is primarily a consequence

of the dry-out at the wall that in turn increases the averaged wall temperature. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046429

Flow boiling inside tubes is characterised by a complex

interplay of hydrodynamic and thermal effects where the

dominant mechanisms controlling heat transfer remain not

understood.1 Under particular conditions, two-phase flow

instabilities can be observed. These transient and dynamic

events can induce mechanical and thermal fatigues. Two typ-

ical two-phase flow instabilities are pressure drop oscilla-

tions (PDOs) and density wave oscillations (DWOs). The

former are characterised by long period oscillations while

the latter by short period oscillations. In addition, the ampli-

tude of the oscillations is strongly dependent on the charac-

teristics of the external system, i.e., the mass flux-pressure

drop response of the device driving the flow in the system.

Although two-phase flow instabilities have been attributed to

be one of the impediments for achieving high heat flux in

boiling systems, most of their fundamental characteristics

remain uncharted.2 A large number of studies have investi-

gated alternatives for controlling and suppressing the oscilla-

tions for overcoming the drawbacks attributed to two-phase

flow instabilities.3–5 However, up to what extent the oscilla-

tions can deteriorate the heat transfer coefficient is not under-

stood as only a few studies have focused on the deterioration

of the heat transfer coefficient during two-phase flow insta-

bilities.6,7 In particular, it has been reported that in experi-

ments with controlled flow oscillations, the critical heat flux

is a decreasing function of the amplitude and period of the

flow oscillation and reaches almost 40% of the steady state

value.8 In the case of pressure drop oscillations, it has been

observed that the flow oscillations deteriorate the heat trans-

fer coefficient in the case of helical tubes compared to the

stable conditions.6 On the other hand, controlled flow rate

oscillations in the form of a triangular wave with an ampli-

tude lower than 30% of the mean mass flux do not show a

noticeable influence on the heat transfer coefficient.9 A

major challenge when studying the influence of two-phase

flow instabilities on the heat transfer coefficient is that the

period and amplitude of the oscillations depend on the exter-

nal system and the characteristics of the test section.2,10 In

this letter, we measure the heat transfer coefficient of con-

trolled sinusoidal flow oscillations. We show that flow oscil-

lations can deteriorate the heat transfer coefficient, but the

deterioration is strongly dependent on the amplitude and

period of the oscillations.

To investigate the deterioration of the heat transfer

coefficient under oscillatory flow, a test section consisting

of a 5 mm ID stainless steel pipe heated by the Joule effect

is used. The facility is equipped with a conditioning section

to heat up the working fluid (R134a) to the desired local

thermodynamic quality where the heat transfer coefficient

is determined by 4 thermocouples installed at the outer

wall of the pipe and one inner thermocouple for determin-

ing the fluid temperature. The oscillation of the flow was

induced by controlling the pump speed in a sinusoidal pro-

file. The details of the experimental facility, experimental

procedures, calibration tests, and uncertainty analysis are

presented in the supplementary material. In the case of

oscillatory flows, the dynamic response of the tube wall

temperature can be affected by the wall heat capacity.

Therefore, the measured temperature at the outer wall can

suffer from damping and phase lag. The thermal penetra-

tion depth can be estimated by

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2aw

x

r
; (1)

where aw represents the thermal diffusivity of the tube mate-

rial and x the angular frequency. The thermal penetration is

11 mm for oscillations with a period s of 1 s, and the penetra-

tion depth increases with the oscillation period. The present

experiments are able to capture the variation of the inner

wall temperature as the wall-thickness of the test section is

1.5 mm. Considering a lumped-capacitance approximation of

the response of the tube wall, the thermal time constant of

the wall is defined asa)Electronic mail: carlos.dorao@ntnu.no
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st ¼
qwCpwðD2

o � D2
i Þ

h 4 Di
; (2)

where Cpw is the thermal capacity, q the density, Do the

external diameter, Di the internal diameter, and h the heat

transfer coefficient from the wall to the fluid. This gives an

estimation of st � 15 s for the heat transfer coefficient corre-

sponding to post-dryout conditions, while st � 2 s for an

averaged heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase flow

region.

When describing oscillatory flow problems, the dimen-

sionless frequency or Womersley number

Wo ¼ r

ffiffiffiffi
x
�

r
(3)

can be evaluated, where r is the internal radius of the pipe

and � the kinematic viscosity. For Wo <1, the characteristic

time scale for viscous diffusion, r2=�, is shorter than that for

the forced oscillation, i.e., r2=� < 1=x, so there is sufficient

time for the flow to adjust through viscous diffusion to the

imposed oscillation. Therefore, the flow can be considered as

quasi-steady flow. For Wo >1, the flow will not be able to

follow the imposed oscillation and the flow will experience a

phase-shift in time relative to the forcing term. In the present

study, for oscillations with periods of 130 s and 10 s, the cor-

responding Womersley numbers are 2.7 and 9.9, respec-

tively, which implies that as the period decreases, the flow

departs significantly from the quasi-steady conditions.

Finally, another relevant parameter during transient flows is

the Stokes layer thickness or oscillatory boundary layer

given as

dST ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2x
�

r
: (4)

For oscillations with periods of 130 s and 10 s, the corre-

sponding Stokes layer thicknesses are 2.6 mm and 0.7 mm,

respectively, which implies that by reducing the period of

the oscillation, the penetration of the variation of the flow

towards the wall is significantly reduced.

In order to determine whether flow oscillations can dete-

riorate the heat transfer compared to stable conditions, the

temporal averaged heat transfer coefficient, h, is computed,

where

h ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

q00

Twall � Tfluid
dt; (5)

with Twall and Tfluid being the internal wall temperature and

fluid temperature, respectively, and q00 the heat flux. In par-

ticular, Tfluid is assumed to be the saturation temperature at

the working pressure, i.e., TsatðPÞ. However, it will be shown

that this assumption is not appropriate in the case of large

amplitude oscillations. The averaged heat transfer coefficient

is based on at least 10 cycles in the case of the oscillatory

flow.

Figure 1 shows measurements during stable and oscilla-

tory conditions of the averaged heat transfer coefficient as a

function of the averaged thermodynamic quality. The

amplitude of the oscillations is characterised in terms of a

normalised oscillation amplitude defined as the peak-to-peak

amplitude divided by the mean mass flux, i.e., DG=G, and

the period of the oscillation s. These values are computed

using Fast Fourier Transform. These experiments show the

complexity of assessing whether flow oscillations deteriorate

the heat transfer coefficient as it depends on the local aver-

aged quality, amplitude, and period of the oscillation for a

given working condition. In particular, the quality at the

inception of the heat transfer deterioration, xi, depends on

the amplitude and the period of the oscillation. For qualities

above xi, the deterioration of the heat transfer coefficient

increases monotonously as the thermodynamic quality

increases, while for qualities below xi, no effect of the oscil-

lation is observed. In order to understand the underlying

mechanisms responsible for the heat transfer deterioration,

the effect of oscillations with different amplitudes and peri-

ods is studied. In Fig. 2, the time evolution of the wall and

fluid temperatures, instantaneous heat transfer coefficient,

and mass flux, and in Fig. 3, the limit cycles of the heat

transfer and wall temperatures in terms of the mass flux are

shown. It is important to note that the mass flux is measured

in the flowmeter at the inlet of the test section while the tem-

perature and heat transfer are measured downstream.

Furthermore, as the fluid starts boiling inside the test section,

the compressibility of the vapour introduces a time lag and

dumping effects that are difficult to quantify. These issues

need to be added to the previously mentioned ones related to

the response of the tube wall.

Figure 2(a) shows that for oscillations with a period s of

131 s, the heat transfer coefficient is not affected for ampli-

tudes DG=G below 60%, the effect that is observed in Fig.

3(a) and Fig. 3(e) in terms of the limit cycle of the tempera-

ture and heat transfer coefficient, respectively. In particular,

in Fig. 3(a), the steady state heat transfer coefficient is

included in the plot where three distinctive regions are

observed. Below a mass flux of 110 kg/m2 s, dryout occurs,

for mass fluxes in the range of 110–200 kg/m2 s, nucleate

boiling is dominant, and above 200 kg/m2 s, convective flow

boiling contributes to the heat transfer. The limit cycle of the

heat transfer coefficient approaches the steady state heat

transfer coefficient but remains at a lower value. Considering

that during the convective flow boiling, the heat transfer

coefficient is controlled by the conductive sublayer,1 the

lower heat transfer coefficient implies that the momentum

FIG. 1. Deterioration of the heat transfer coefficient during controlled flow

oscillations in a horizontal heated pipe of 5 mm ID with refrigerant R134a.
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transfer to the conductive sublayer is not efficient during the

oscillations, i.e., the conductive sublayer does not reach the

velocity equivalent to the steady state condition. Increasing

the amplitude of the oscillations, Figs. 2(b) and 3(f), it is pos-

sible to observe a clear deterioration in the heat transfer coef-

ficient as the mass flux reaches a minimum. In this case, the

wall and fluid temperature shows an increase at the minimum

of the mass flux. In this condition, the local quality based on

the minimum of the mass flux is above 1.1, which implies

that the flow reaches a condition of dryout at the wall which

is clearly observed in the reading of the fluid temperature

that departs from the saturation temperature. Increasing fur-

ther the amplitude of the oscillations, the heat transfer

deterioration increases as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 3(g). The

maximum heat transfer coefficient during the oscillation is

slightly lower than in the previous cases corresponding to

the nucleate boiling condition. This can be attributed to the

high wall temperature reached during the minimum of the

mass flux which triggers bubble formation at the wall.

During the flow oscillation, it is possible to identify four

stages in the case of large flow oscillations, Fig. 2(c). In the

first stage, when the mass flux goes to the minimum of the

oscillation, a sudden increase in both wall and fluid tempera-

tures is observed. The heat transfer coefficient based on the

saturation temperature decreases due to the increase in the

wall temperature. In the second stage, as the mass flux

FIG. 2. Effect of the flow oscillation on the temperature and local heat transfer coefficient. (a)–(c) For a period s of 131 s and an amplitude of 59%, 80% and

131%, (d) for a period s of 10 s and an amplitude of 131%. Multimedia views: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046429.1; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046429.2;

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046429.3

FIG. 3. Limit cycles of the heat transfer coefficient and wall and fluid temperature. The symbols in (a)–(d) correspond to the steady state heat transfer

coefficient.
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increases from the minimum value, the fluid temperature

starts to decrease while the wall temperature increases fur-

ther. The temperature at the wall increases as the heat trans-

fer coefficient remains low during this phase. But at the core

of the pipe, where the fluid temperature is measured, fluid at

a lower temperature arrives as the mass fluxes increases.

Furthermore, in this stage, the dynamics of the pipe plays an

important role, but only a few studies have discussed the

influence of the wall inertia during flow instabilities.11 In the

third stage, the wall temperature decreases as the fluid tem-

perature is again at the saturation temperature and the flow

boiling heat transfer regime extracts heat more efficiently. In

the last step, the temperature of the wall and fluid remains

constant corresponding to the nucleate boiling condition.

The previous experiments have shown that heat transfer

deterioration occurs when the amplitude of the oscillation

reaches the condition of dryout. Furthermore, the deteriora-

tion is related to the fraction of the time during the dryout

condition. In the next experiment, the influence of the period

of the oscillation is studied. Figure 2(d) shows that upon

changing the period of s ¼ 131 s–s ¼ 10 s, no comparable

deterioration is observed. The evolution of the fluid tempera-

ture in Fig. 3(h) indicates that the heat transfer process

remains efficient at this period, implying that the wall

remains wet during the flow oscillations. This can be attrib-

uted to the damping of the oscillation by the boiling fluid

and the dynamic of the wall, in addition to the no efficient

heat transfer/momentum transfer to the boundary layer dur-

ing the oscillations as expected for a large Womersley num-

ber and a very thin Stoke boundary layer.

The previous experiments show that the heat transfer

deterioration during flow oscillation is a rather complex

problem and that for amplitudes and period below a given

threshold, the oscillation might not affect the average heat

transfer coefficient. In order to obtain a better picture of

these thresholds, the dependency on the amplitude and

period of the oscillations is studied in more detail in Fig. 4.

The heat transfer coefficient shows a noticeable deterioration

for amplitudes above 76% and periods above 10 s. This

result agrees with previous experiments showing that for

controlled flow rate oscillations in the form of a triangular

wave with an amplitude lower than 30% of the mean mass

flux, no noticeable influence on the heat transfer coefficient

was observed.9,12

In summary, the deterioration of the heat transfer coeffi-

cient during flow boiling in the case of controlled flow oscil-

lations is shown experimentally. It is observed that flow

oscillations can deteriorate the average heat transfer coeffi-

cient, but the deterioration depends on the amplitude and

period of the oscillation. In particular, the deterioration is not

noticeable until the amplitude and period of the oscillations

reach a given threshold. The deterioration of the heat transfer

coefficient during flow oscillation is attributed to the dry-out

of the wall during the low mass flux part of the oscillation.

Therefore, self-induced oscillations occurring during two-

phase flow instabilities can be detrimental to the heat transfer

coefficient but only if the amplitude of the oscillations is

above a given value. This result indicates that the presence

of two-phase flow oscillations does not directly imply a dete-

rioration of the heat transfer performance.

See supplementary material for the details of the heat

transfer experiments and experimental database.
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